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はじめに
• 気候工学 (geoengineering) とは 
「人為的な気候変動の対策として行う意図的な惑星規模の大規模改変」 
- アプローチにより２つ大別
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the climate geoengineering proposals considered. Black arrowheads indicate shortwave radiation, white
arrowheads indicate enhancement of natural flows of carbon, grey downward arrow indicates engineered flow of carbon, grey upward arrow
indicates engineered flow of water, dotted vertical arrows illustrate sources of cloud condensation nuclei, and dashed boxes indicate carbon
stores. From Vaughan and Lenton (2009), not to scale.

irradiance at the tropopause, after allowing stratospheric tem-
peratures to readjust to radiative equilibrium (IPCC, 2001,
2007). The tropopause is chosen because there is a di-
rect relationship between radiative forcing across it and sur-
face temperature change; 1Ts=� RF, where � is a climate
sensitivity parameter. This relationship holds reasonably
well (within a given model) for most forcing factors, espe-
cially changes in well mixed greenhouse gases (IPCC, 2007).
However, the true value of � is not precisely known, ranging
over 0.6 to 1.2�CW�1 m2 in current models, with a value
of �=0.86�CW�1 m2 corresponding to their mean equilib-
rium response to doubling CO2 of1Ts=3.2�C (IPCC, 2007).
Allowing stratospheric temperatures to adjust is important
for correctly evaluating the effect of changes in stratospheric
ozone concentration and has a 5–10% effect on the forcing
due to some other greenhouse gases, but it is less important
for shortwave forcing agents. For most shortwave forcing
agents, the instantaneous radiative forcing at the top of the
atmosphere (TOA) is linked to surface temperature change
and can be substituted for the stratospheric-adjusted radia-
tive forcing at the tropopause (IPCC, 2007).

We calculate the effect of most shortwave geoengineer-
ing options on the instantaneous TOA radiative forcing, be-
cause this allows us to make use of the shortwave part of the
Earth’s annual global mean energy budget (Kiehl and Tren-
berth, 1997). We compare the resulting values to the effect
of different CO2 geoengineering options on the stratospheric-

adjusted radiative forcing at the tropopause, calculated from
a well-known, simple formula (IPCC, 2001, 2007). Recent
studies suggest that the “efficacy” of different shortwave and
longwave radiative forcing agents – their ability to effect sur-
face temperature changes – differs somewhat (Hansen et al.,
2005). Hence we adjust for efficacy where it differs signifi-
cantly from that of CO2 (see Results).

In the geoengineering literature, either the present anthro-
pogenic radiative forcing (+1.6 [�1.0/+0.8] Wm�2 in 2005)
or that due to a doubling of atmospheric CO2 (+3.71Wm�2)
(IPCC, 2007), are typically taken as the targets to counteract.
However, actual anthropogenic radiative forcing has varied,
and will continue to vary, over time. By radiative forcing
“potential” we generally mean the most negative radiative
forcing that could physically be achieved by a particular op-
tion (irrespective of whether it is sensible or desirable, for
other reasons, to achieve it). The exceptions are space-based
measures which have considerable capacity to be scaled up
and atmospheric aerosol and CCN measures which have lim-
ited capacity to be scaled up. Geoengineered radiative forc-
ing effects themselves will all decay over time, although at
widely differing rates. Shortwave geoengineering options
generally have rather short lifetimes (from a few decades
for spacecraft at the L1 point, a few years for stratospheric
sulphate, to a few days for tropospheric CCN). This is usu-
ally addressed by arguing that short-lived measures would
be continually replenished, and we calculate their radiative
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太陽放射管理 (SRM; Solar Radiation Management) 
地表あるいは地球に到達する太陽放射を 
宇宙空間に反射させることで 
地表気温を下げる

二酸化炭素除去  
(CDR; Carbon Dioxide Removal) 
   大気中のCO2を捕集して取り除く
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はじめに
• 気候工学 (geoengineering) とは 
「人為的な気候変動の対策として行う意図的な惑星規模の大規模改変」 
- 太陽放射管理 (SRM) の手法の中で実現可能性が高い方法が 
成層圏エアロゾル注入 ← 人工的な火山噴火 
✦ 成層圏に SO2 を注入して、硫酸塩エアロゾルを増やして 
大気の太陽放射（短波）反射率を増加させる 
　　　　⬇ 
地表に届く太陽放射（短波）が減少 
　　　　⬇ 
地表気温 低下 ピナツボ火山噴火

写真：US Geological Survey写真：http://www.thesleuthjournal.com/

航空機等で散布

～
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成層圏エアロゾル注入の利点・問題点
• 利点 
- 既存の技術で実行可能（と思われている） 
- 比較的安価    - 火山噴火時の観測データで効果は実証(?)済

図：Moriyama et al. (2016)

microphysical process such as coagulation are likely to have better performance in simulating
aerosol effects. Among them, two studies (Heckendorn et al. 2009; Pierce et al. 2010) were
based on similar methodologies and they can be grouped together. The difference between
these two studies reflects more the choice of injection strategy than scientific uncertainty. The
studies by Niemeier et al. (2011) and Niemeier and Timmreck (2015) did include microphysics
but their aerosol module was a modal model. Therefore, we used the estimate by a study with
bin microphysics (Pierce et al. 2010) as the central value for our calculations in the following
(although their atmospheric model was two- and not three-dimensional).

It must be emphasized that the uncertainty is likely to be large. Some previous studies have
investigated multiple selections of particle sizes and material forms (e.g., Pierce et al. 2010) but
did not perform a formal uncertainty analysis. Moreover, almost all the earlier studies were
based on a single model. The only study that hints at intermodel uncertainty is GeoMIP, but as
noted above, the particle size distribution adopted in that work reflected a post-volcanic
situation.

3.2 Cost of lifting

Figure 3 depicts the costs of lifting materials into the stratosphere, taken from the reviewed
papers, as a function of the injection altitude (see Appendix 3 for how the regression line was
constructed). When we arranged the same data by publication year (not height), the costs were

Fig. 3 Estimates of costs of lifting aerosol materials/precursors to the upper atmosphere, as revealed from the
literature. The symbols are explained in the legend. The gray color indicates technologies presently available and
the orange color denotes future technologies that require new engineering or research and development. Also
shown is the range of altitudes suggested by studies that have considered the cooling efficiency of sulfate
injection. Because of the large number of proposed methods for the altitude of 20 km, this point on the horizontal
axis has been expanded and the technologies are sorted in ascending order based on the publication year. Also
shown are regression lines for existing and new technologies. See Table 2 for the sources of the estimates
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世界 
順位 名前 名前(読み) 関連 国籍 年齢 資産 

(10億$)
1 Bill Gates ビル・ゲイツ マイクロソフト アメリカ 60 75.0
2 Amancio Ortega アマンシオ・オルテガ ザラ スペイン 79 67.0
3 Warren Buffett ウォーレン・バフェット バークシャー・ハサウェイ アメリカ 85 60.8
4 Carlos Slim Helu カルロス・スリム テレフォノス・デ・メヒコ メキシコ 76 50.0
5 Jeff Bezos ジェフ・ベゾス アマゾン アメリカ 52 45.2
6 Mark Zuckerberg マーク・ザッカーバーグ フェイスブック アメリカ 31 44.6
7 Larry Ellison ラリー・エリソン オラクル アメリカ 71 43.6
8 Michael Bloomberg マイケル・ブルームバーグ ブルームバーグ アメリカ 74 40.0
9 Charles Koch チャールズ・コーク コーク・インダストリーズ アメリカ 80 39.6
9 David Koch デイヴィッド・コーク コーク・インダストリーズ アメリカ 75 39.6

フォーブス世界長者番付 2016年

世界 
順位 名前 国籍 年間純利益 

(10億$)
1 アップル アメリカ 39.5
2 エクソンモービル アメリカ 33.6
3 サムスン電子 韓国 21.4
4 パークシャー・ハサウェイ アメリカ 20.2
5 シェブロン アメリカ 19.3
6 トヨタ自動車 日本 19.2
6 中国石油天然気 中国 19.2
8 中国移動通信 中国 17.6
9 ウォルマート アメリカ 16.8
10 ジョンソン・エンド・ジョンソン アメリカ 16.3

企業収益ランキング（USA TODAY, 2015)余談ですが...
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成層圏エアロゾル注入の利点・問題点
• 利点 
- 既存の技術で実行可能（と思われている） 
- 比較的安価    - 火山噴火時の観測データで効果は実証(?)済 

• 問題点 
- 知見が不十分 

- 量的な知見　   - エアロゾル注入継続時の影響が不明 
- フィールド実験はされてない - 影響の地域差 

- 地球温暖化問題を根本的に解決しない（←SRM共通の問題） 
- 海洋酸性化には無力　   - やめると急激に気温上昇 
- CO2排出削減努力が停滞 

- 地球規模の合意が必要（←気候工学共通の問題） 
- 誰がやるの？ - 費用負担は？ - 副作用の責任・補償は？ 
- 人為的に気候を改変していいのかという倫理的反発
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成層圏エアロゾル注入の研究
• 研究は必要 
- 知見を蓄積することは重要 

- 将来、温暖化の影響が許容できないほど深刻化（都市の水没、
自然災害の頻発）したら、実行するかもしれない。 
- 特定の国家、集団、個人が不十分な知見を都合よく解釈して 
勝手に実施するかもしれない。 

• シミュレーション研究なら人や環境に迷惑をかけない 
- 2000年代から、大気モデル・地球システムモデルを用いた 
シミュレーション研究が行われてきた。 
‣ 太陽定数を数%減らすという簡便な方法 
‣ 硫酸塩エアロゾル層(光学的厚さ)を成層圏に与える方法 
‣ SO2注入、エアロゾル生成・成長・輸送を陽に計算 

➡モデル・手法・基準シナリオがバラバラで相互比較できない 
➡GeoMIP: Geoengineering Intercomparison Project
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GeoMIP 気候工学シミュレーションのモデル間比較のための
実験デザインを提案

164 B. Kravitz et al.
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Figure 1. Schematic of experiment G1. The experiment is
started from a control run. The instantaneous quadrupling of
CO2 concentration from pre-industrial levels is balanced by a
reduction in the solar constant until year 50.

G2 experiment. Figure 1 illustrates the net radiative
balance that would result from G1.

Similar to G1, the G2 experiment will involve a
reduction in solar forcing to counteract the additional
forcing due to increasing CO2 concentration. However,
the G2 experiment will build on the CMIP5 run
specifying a 1% per year increase in CO2, starting
from a model control run. In G2, the global average
radiative forcing from increases in CO2 concentration
will be balanced by gradually reducing the solar
constant. As we prescribe an exponentially increasing
CO2 concentration, and the radiative forcing scales
with the logarithm of CO2 concentration, the solar
constant will be prescribed to decrease linearly over
time, with the scaling for the solar constant changes
inferred from G1. Figure 2 illustrates the radiative
balance that would result from G2.

Experiment G3 is similar to G1 and G2 but more
realistic, in the sense that it will provide a scenario
of possible implementation of stratospheric geoengi-
neering (Figure 3). It assumes an RCP4.5 scenario
(representative concentration pathway, with a radiative
forcing of 4.5 W m−2 in the year 2100; Moss et al.,
2008), but with additional stratospheric aerosol added
starting in the year 2020, which is a reasonable esti-
mate of when the delivery systems needed to inject the
aerosols might be ready. Stratospheric aerosols will
be added gradually, balancing the anthropogenic forc-
ing to keep the planetary temperature nearly constant.
The aim of this experiment is to achieve an ongoing
radiative balance, which will likely require differing
amounts of aerosol, with a time-varying size distri-
bution, to be added in the various models. Ideally,
the models will create, grow, and transport sulphate
aerosols from an equatorial injection of SO2. If a
model does not have this capability, aerosols can be
added at the Equator or globally in a way similar to
each model’s treatment of volcanic aerosols. If the
model is capable, inclusion of O3 chemistry or the
carbon cycle, as well as the relevant couplings with

Control run net forcing
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Figure 2. Schematic of experiment G2. The experiment is
started from a control run. The positive radiative forcing of an
increase in CO2 concentration of 1% per year is balanced by a
decrease in the solar constant until year 50.

the physical climate system, will allow additional sci-
entific issues to be addressed, but the models should
be run in concentration-driven rather than emission-
driven mode for the carbon cycle. The G2 and G3
results will differ from each other from model to
model, which will inform us of the effects of different
treatments of stratospheric aerosols.

The radiative forcing due to anthropogenic green-
house gases and aerosols has already been estimated
in preparing the RCP4.5 runs. Therefore, in the G3
simulations, this forcing simply needs to be bal-
anced by aerosol forcing. Hansen et al. (2005) found
that the radiative forcing at the tropopause due to
a large tropical volcanic eruption such as Pinatubo,
after allowing stratospheric temperatures to adjust, is
−24τ W m−2, where τ is the sulphate aerosol opti-
cal depth at 550 nm. In their geoengineering simu-
lations, Jones et al. (2010) report an increase in sul-
phate aerosol optical depth of 0.05 after 3–4 years,
by which time the aerosol layer has reached an equi-
librium thickness. By the formula of Hansen et al.
(2005), this should correspond to a radiative forcing
of −1.2 W m−2, which is consistent with the results
found in Jones et al. Therefore, the amount of aerosol
injected to achieve the desired radiative forcing can
use the formula by Hansen et al. (2005) as a rough
guide. However, each modeling group likely will need
to fine-tune this calculation.

Experiment G4 (Figure 4), similar to experiment
G3, simulates a stratospheric sulphate aerosol layer.
However, instead of achieving radiative balance, G4
involves injection of stratospheric aerosols at a specific
constant annual rate, turned on abruptly in the year
2020. Results from this experiment will be helpful in
assessing the uncertainties that can arise in estimating
the impact of geoengineering when models are used
to transform emission rates into concentrations. The
sudden start of the aerosol injection in 2020 is meant
to approximate the kind of action that might result
from society’s sudden perception of a climate warming

Copyright © 2011 Royal Meteorological Society and Crown Copyright Atmos. Sci. Let. 12: 162–167 (2011)
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Figure 3. Schematic of experiment G3. The experiment
approximately balances the positive radiative forcing from the
RCP4.5 scenario by an injection of SO2 or sulphate aerosols
into the tropical lower stratosphere.

‘emergency’ (e.g. an immediate imperative to stop ice
sheet melting).

We base the proposed rate of aerosol injection of
5 Tg SO2 per year on several considerations. Several
estimates (Rasch et al., 2008b; Robock et al., 2008)
have indicated that 3–5 Tg per year of SO2 injected
into the lower stratosphere would offset a doubling
of CO2 concentration. An injection rate of 5 Tg
SO2 per year translates into 0.0137 Tg SO2 per day,
as in Crutzen (2006), Wigley (2006), and Robock
et al. (2008). Rasch et al. (2008a) suggest 1.5 Tg of
sulphur (∼3 Tg SO2) per year would be sufficient,
but we propose using 5 Tg SO2 per year, to reduce
the global average temperature to about 1980 values.
We choose to err on the larger side of this interval
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the climate
response to geoengineering. Additionally, according
to Heckendorn et al. (2009), previous studies used
too small of an aerosol effective radius, meaning
the amounts used in prior experiments will be less
effective in cooling the planet than previously thought,
bolstering our argument for the larger 5 Tg SO2 per
year injection.

An ensemble of simulations will be performed
for each geoengineering experiment. The suggested
method of generating each ensemble and the recom-
mended sizes of the ensembles will closely align with
the protocol set by CMIP5 for the simulations with-
out geoengineering, but if our results show the size of
an ensemble is insufficient to obtain statistically sig-
nificant results, additional ensemble members will be
generated. In experiments G2, G3, and G4, the geo-
engineering will be applied for only the first 50 years,
but with the runs extended an additional 20 years to
examine the response to a cessation of geoengineering.

In the RCP4.5 scenario, as outlined by Moss et al.
(2008), the total radiative forcing in 2100 reaches
and subsequently stabilizes at 4.5 W m−2 (relative to
pre-industrial levels). This stabilized forcing reflects
a CO2 equivalent concentration of 650 ppm. We
have selected this scenario because, as noted by
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Figure 4. Schematic of experiment G4. This experiment is
based on the RCP4.5 scenario, where immediate negative
radiative forcing is produced by an injection of SO2 into the
tropical lower stratosphere at a rate of 5 Tg per year.

Taylor et al. (2008), “RCP4.5 is chosen as a ‘central’
scenario. . .[and] is chosen for the decadal prediction
experiments.” Using a more optimistic scenario in
which rapid mitigation is implemented would result
in less robust results and is thus not likely to be
as illuminating. Conversely, choosing a scenario with
higher radiative forcing would reflect an irrational and
unsustainable path, since if society cannot effectively
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, geoengineering
would be needed on a massive scale for a long period
of time, due to the long atmospheric lifetime of CO2
(Solomon et al., 2009).

Wigley (2006), Matthews and Caldeira (2007), and
Robock et al. (2008) performed simulations in which,
after a period of time, they stopped geoengineering
and then evaluated the resulting rapid warming. As
this response has been fairly well established, it could
be argued that further investigation of the results of
stopping geoengineering at this time would not be
particularly interesting. However, it will likely be very
easy to continue experiments G2, G3, and G4 for
an additional 20 years after a 50-year geoengineering
period, so we suggest that this recovery period be a
part of the experiments and analyses.

The intended audience of this paper is much broader
than the climate scientists who will actually perform
the experiments. For that reason, we have omitted
many of the details which are somewhat incidental to
understanding the design and aims of the experiments.
We refer the reader to a technical report (Kravitz
et al., 2010) which more thoroughly describes the
specifications under which the simulations should be
run. This technical report is also expected to serve
as a working document, which will discuss problems
encountered and modifications to the protocol if that
should become necessary.

3. Model specifications

The models used should be the same as those used in
the CMIP5 simulations. A fully coupled atmosphere
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Figure 3. Schematic of experiment G3. The experiment
approximately balances the positive radiative forcing from the
RCP4.5 scenario by an injection of SO2 or sulphate aerosols
into the tropical lower stratosphere.

‘emergency’ (e.g. an immediate imperative to stop ice
sheet melting).

We base the proposed rate of aerosol injection of
5 Tg SO2 per year on several considerations. Several
estimates (Rasch et al., 2008b; Robock et al., 2008)
have indicated that 3–5 Tg per year of SO2 injected
into the lower stratosphere would offset a doubling
of CO2 concentration. An injection rate of 5 Tg
SO2 per year translates into 0.0137 Tg SO2 per day,
as in Crutzen (2006), Wigley (2006), and Robock
et al. (2008). Rasch et al. (2008a) suggest 1.5 Tg of
sulphur (∼3 Tg SO2) per year would be sufficient,
but we propose using 5 Tg SO2 per year, to reduce
the global average temperature to about 1980 values.
We choose to err on the larger side of this interval
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the climate
response to geoengineering. Additionally, according
to Heckendorn et al. (2009), previous studies used
too small of an aerosol effective radius, meaning
the amounts used in prior experiments will be less
effective in cooling the planet than previously thought,
bolstering our argument for the larger 5 Tg SO2 per
year injection.

An ensemble of simulations will be performed
for each geoengineering experiment. The suggested
method of generating each ensemble and the recom-
mended sizes of the ensembles will closely align with
the protocol set by CMIP5 for the simulations with-
out geoengineering, but if our results show the size of
an ensemble is insufficient to obtain statistically sig-
nificant results, additional ensemble members will be
generated. In experiments G2, G3, and G4, the geo-
engineering will be applied for only the first 50 years,
but with the runs extended an additional 20 years to
examine the response to a cessation of geoengineering.

In the RCP4.5 scenario, as outlined by Moss et al.
(2008), the total radiative forcing in 2100 reaches
and subsequently stabilizes at 4.5 W m−2 (relative to
pre-industrial levels). This stabilized forcing reflects
a CO2 equivalent concentration of 650 ppm. We
have selected this scenario because, as noted by
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Figure 4. Schematic of experiment G4. This experiment is
based on the RCP4.5 scenario, where immediate negative
radiative forcing is produced by an injection of SO2 into the
tropical lower stratosphere at a rate of 5 Tg per year.

Taylor et al. (2008), “RCP4.5 is chosen as a ‘central’
scenario. . .[and] is chosen for the decadal prediction
experiments.” Using a more optimistic scenario in
which rapid mitigation is implemented would result
in less robust results and is thus not likely to be
as illuminating. Conversely, choosing a scenario with
higher radiative forcing would reflect an irrational and
unsustainable path, since if society cannot effectively
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, geoengineering
would be needed on a massive scale for a long period
of time, due to the long atmospheric lifetime of CO2
(Solomon et al., 2009).

Wigley (2006), Matthews and Caldeira (2007), and
Robock et al. (2008) performed simulations in which,
after a period of time, they stopped geoengineering
and then evaluated the resulting rapid warming. As
this response has been fairly well established, it could
be argued that further investigation of the results of
stopping geoengineering at this time would not be
particularly interesting. However, it will likely be very
easy to continue experiments G2, G3, and G4 for
an additional 20 years after a 50-year geoengineering
period, so we suggest that this recovery period be a
part of the experiments and analyses.

The intended audience of this paper is much broader
than the climate scientists who will actually perform
the experiments. For that reason, we have omitted
many of the details which are somewhat incidental to
understanding the design and aims of the experiments.
We refer the reader to a technical report (Kravitz
et al., 2010) which more thoroughly describes the
specifications under which the simulations should be
run. This technical report is also expected to serve
as a working document, which will discuss problems
encountered and modifications to the protocol if that
should become necessary.

3. Model specifications

The models used should be the same as those used in
the CMIP5 simulations. A fully coupled atmosphere
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GeoMIP-G4 実験
• RCP4.5温暖化シナリオを基準実験とする。 
• 成層圏 SO2 注入による気候工学（太陽放射管理：SRM） 
- 2020年から2070年まで、毎年 5 Tg の SO2（～1/4 ピナツボ噴火）
を熱帯下部成層圏に注入。
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Figure 3. Schematic of experiment G3. The experiment
approximately balances the positive radiative forcing from the
RCP4.5 scenario by an injection of SO2 or sulphate aerosols
into the tropical lower stratosphere.

‘emergency’ (e.g. an immediate imperative to stop ice
sheet melting).

We base the proposed rate of aerosol injection of
5 Tg SO2 per year on several considerations. Several
estimates (Rasch et al., 2008b; Robock et al., 2008)
have indicated that 3–5 Tg per year of SO2 injected
into the lower stratosphere would offset a doubling
of CO2 concentration. An injection rate of 5 Tg
SO2 per year translates into 0.0137 Tg SO2 per day,
as in Crutzen (2006), Wigley (2006), and Robock
et al. (2008). Rasch et al. (2008a) suggest 1.5 Tg of
sulphur (∼3 Tg SO2) per year would be sufficient,
but we propose using 5 Tg SO2 per year, to reduce
the global average temperature to about 1980 values.
We choose to err on the larger side of this interval
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the climate
response to geoengineering. Additionally, according
to Heckendorn et al. (2009), previous studies used
too small of an aerosol effective radius, meaning
the amounts used in prior experiments will be less
effective in cooling the planet than previously thought,
bolstering our argument for the larger 5 Tg SO2 per
year injection.

An ensemble of simulations will be performed
for each geoengineering experiment. The suggested
method of generating each ensemble and the recom-
mended sizes of the ensembles will closely align with
the protocol set by CMIP5 for the simulations with-
out geoengineering, but if our results show the size of
an ensemble is insufficient to obtain statistically sig-
nificant results, additional ensemble members will be
generated. In experiments G2, G3, and G4, the geo-
engineering will be applied for only the first 50 years,
but with the runs extended an additional 20 years to
examine the response to a cessation of geoengineering.

In the RCP4.5 scenario, as outlined by Moss et al.
(2008), the total radiative forcing in 2100 reaches
and subsequently stabilizes at 4.5 W m−2 (relative to
pre-industrial levels). This stabilized forcing reflects
a CO2 equivalent concentration of 650 ppm. We
have selected this scenario because, as noted by
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Figure 4. Schematic of experiment G4. This experiment is
based on the RCP4.5 scenario, where immediate negative
radiative forcing is produced by an injection of SO2 into the
tropical lower stratosphere at a rate of 5 Tg per year.

Taylor et al. (2008), “RCP4.5 is chosen as a ‘central’
scenario. . .[and] is chosen for the decadal prediction
experiments.” Using a more optimistic scenario in
which rapid mitigation is implemented would result
in less robust results and is thus not likely to be
as illuminating. Conversely, choosing a scenario with
higher radiative forcing would reflect an irrational and
unsustainable path, since if society cannot effectively
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, geoengineering
would be needed on a massive scale for a long period
of time, due to the long atmospheric lifetime of CO2
(Solomon et al., 2009).

Wigley (2006), Matthews and Caldeira (2007), and
Robock et al. (2008) performed simulations in which,
after a period of time, they stopped geoengineering
and then evaluated the resulting rapid warming. As
this response has been fairly well established, it could
be argued that further investigation of the results of
stopping geoengineering at this time would not be
particularly interesting. However, it will likely be very
easy to continue experiments G2, G3, and G4 for
an additional 20 years after a 50-year geoengineering
period, so we suggest that this recovery period be a
part of the experiments and analyses.

The intended audience of this paper is much broader
than the climate scientists who will actually perform
the experiments. For that reason, we have omitted
many of the details which are somewhat incidental to
understanding the design and aims of the experiments.
We refer the reader to a technical report (Kravitz
et al., 2010) which more thoroughly describes the
specifications under which the simulations should be
run. This technical report is also expected to serve
as a working document, which will discuss problems
encountered and modifications to the protocol if that
should become necessary.

3. Model specifications

The models used should be the same as those used in
the CMIP5 simulations. A fully coupled atmosphere
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GeoMIP-G4 実験
• RCP4.5温暖化シナリオを基準実験とする。 
• 成層圏 SO2 注入による気候工学（太陽放射管理：SRM） 
- 2020年から2070年まで、毎年 5 Tg の SO2（～1/4 ピナツボ噴火）
を熱帯下部成層圏に注入。 

• ただし、SO2注入効果の導入方法は不統一。 
- SO2から硫酸塩エアロゾルの生成、成長、拡散を陽に計算するモデル 
‣ HadGEM2-ES (3), MIROC-ESM-CHEM-AMP (1) 
- 1991年ピナツボ山噴火後の成層圏エアロゾル光学的深さ（AOD）を 
もとに作成されたAODを与えるモデル 
‣ BNU-ESM (1), MIROC-ESM (1), MIROC-ESM-CHEM (9) 
- 水平一様なAODを与えるモデル 
‣ CanESM2 (3) 
✴括弧内の数字はアンサンブル数
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動機と目的
• SO2注入効果の計算方法が異なる → SRMによる強制の強さも異なる。 
➡地表に対する短波の「SRM強制」を各モデルで評価したい。 
ここでSRM強制は、正味地表短波放射に対する直接的な強制のこと。 

• また、短波に関わる応答・フィードバックも評価したい。 
- SRMによって（地表気温が下がれば）少なくとも次の量が変化する。 
‣ 雲量 
‣ 水蒸気量 
‣ 地表アルベド 

- これらの量の変化は 正味地表短波放射 に影響する。 
- それによって、SRMの効果が弱められたり、強められたりする。

H2O    H2O 　H2O　　
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地表 2m 気温 T の時系列
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（全球平均・12か月移動平均）

RCP4.5

G4

SRM 期間 SRM 期間 SRM 期間

以降の解析期間 
(2040‒2069)

• RCP4.5では上昇し続けるのに対して、G4では下降あるいは2020年の
水準を数十年程度保っている。 

• ΔT (G4 - RCP4.5) は2040年以降はおおよそ一定になる。
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ΔT vs Δ正味地表短波放射 (ΔFnetSURF) 

• 良い相関がある。(R = 0.88) 
• 以後 ΔFnetSURF をSRM強制と応答・フィードバックの大きさを測る
指標とする。
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ΔFnetSURF から SRM強制 と 反応(速い応答+フィードバック) 
を分離するには?

• Donohoe and Battisti (2011) が用いた１層大気の短波放射伝達モデル
を利用する. (同様の方法は Rasool & Schneider 1971でも用いられていた.) 

- 短波の大気層による吸収と、地上と大気層との間の反射を無限回、 
考慮する。（無限級数の公式を利用）

atmospheric contribution to the planetary albedo as
aP,ATMOS and the surface contribution to planetary al-
bedo as aP,SURF in the remainder of this paper.

At each grid point we build a single-layer model of
solar radiation that accounts for three shortwave pro-
cesses: atmospheric reflection, atmospheric absorption,
and surface reflection. We assume that each of these
processes is isotropic: a certain percentage of the inci-
dent radiation is absorbed per pass through the atmo-
sphere and a different percentage of the incident radiation
is reflected per pass through the atmosphere. For example,
of the total downwelling solar radiation incident at the
TOA S, a fraction R is reflected by the atmosphere,
a fraction A is absorbed by the atmosphere, and the re-
mainder is transmitted to the surface. Of the transmitted
radiation, a fraction a (the surface albedo) is reflected at
the surface back toward the atmosphere. Of this reflected
radiation, a portion R is reflected back to the surface by
the atmosphere, a portion A is absorbed within the atmo-
sphere, and the remainder is transmitted to space (Fig. 1).
These processes are repeated for an infinite number of
reflections. Hence, the annual mean upwelling solar flux
at each grid point at the TOA is

F[TOA 5 S[R 1 a(1 2 R 2 A)2 1 a2R(1 2 R 2 A)2 1 a3R2(1 2 R 2 A)2 ! ! ! ]

5 SR 1 Sa(1 2 R 2 A)2[1 1 (aR) 1 (aR)2 ! ! ! ] 5 SR 1 Sa
(1 2 R 2 A)2

1 2 aR
, (1)

where F[TOA is the upwelling solar flux at the TOA and
the convergence of the infinite series to the final ex-
pression on the right-hand side is ensured because both
R and a are less than one (Qu and Hall 2005). Similar
convergent infinite series can be obtained for the downw-
elling and upwelling solar fluxes at the surface:

FYSURF 5 S
(1 2 R 2 A)

1 2 aR
, and (2)

F[SURF 5 aS
(1 2 R 2 A)

1 2 aR
5 aFYSURF. (3)

Therefore, given datasets of shortwave radiative
fluxes on the left-hand side of Eqs. (1)–(3) and S, these
equations represent a system of three equations in terms
of three unknown variables: A, R, and a (see Table 1 for
descriptions of all variables). In practice, the ratio of
upwelling to downwelling radiation at the surface [Eqs.
(3) and (2)] defines a such that the system can be re-
duced to two equations [Eqs. (1) and (2)] and two un-
knowns (A and R). One can show that all possible
solutions to our equations have 0 # R # 1 and 0 # A # 1,

although it is not clear to us whether a solution to the
generalized system of equations must exist. Nonethe-
less, solutions to Eqs. (1)–(3) exist at all grid points for
the datasets and GCM output discussed in this paper.
Furthermore, all solutions (A and R values at each grid
point) discussed here are unique.

Solving these equations results in spatial maps of R
(Fig. 2d) and A (not shown). Dividing Eq. (1) by S and
separating the two terms allows us to partition the plan-
etary albedo into aP,ATMOS and aP,SURF components:

FIG. 1. Schematic representing the first two reflections in the
single-layer solar radiation model. Moving from left to right, the
arrows represent the radiative fluxes associated with the incident
solar, first reflection, and second reflection. The variables A, R, and
a are the atmospheric absorption fraction during a single pass
through the atmosphere, the fraction of cloud reflection, and the
surface albedo, respectively. The solid arrows at the TOA repre-
sent the radiative fluxes that we associated with cloud reflection
and the dashed lines represent the radiative fluxes that we associ-
ated with the surface reflection.

TABLE 1. Variables used in this study.

Symbol Meaning

a Surface albedo
aP Planetary albedo 5 TOA albedo
A Percentage of absorption during each

pass through the atmosphere
R Percentage of reflection during each

pass through the atmosphere
aP,ATMOS Atmospheric contribution to planetary albedo
aP,SURF Surface contribution to planetary albedo
x Atmospheric attenuation of surface albedo
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TOA 入射 (S)

吸収率 (A)

大気反射率 (R)

地表アルベド (α)
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atmospheric contribution to the planetary albedo as
aP,ATMOS and the surface contribution to planetary al-
bedo as aP,SURF in the remainder of this paper.

At each grid point we build a single-layer model of
solar radiation that accounts for three shortwave pro-
cesses: atmospheric reflection, atmospheric absorption,
and surface reflection. We assume that each of these
processes is isotropic: a certain percentage of the inci-
dent radiation is absorbed per pass through the atmo-
sphere and a different percentage of the incident radiation
is reflected per pass through the atmosphere. For example,
of the total downwelling solar radiation incident at the
TOA S, a fraction R is reflected by the atmosphere,
a fraction A is absorbed by the atmosphere, and the re-
mainder is transmitted to the surface. Of the transmitted
radiation, a fraction a (the surface albedo) is reflected at
the surface back toward the atmosphere. Of this reflected
radiation, a portion R is reflected back to the surface by
the atmosphere, a portion A is absorbed within the atmo-
sphere, and the remainder is transmitted to space (Fig. 1).
These processes are repeated for an infinite number of
reflections. Hence, the annual mean upwelling solar flux
at each grid point at the TOA is

F[TOA 5 S[R 1 a(1 2 R 2 A)2 1 a2R(1 2 R 2 A)2 1 a3R2(1 2 R 2 A)2 ! ! ! ]

5 SR 1 Sa(1 2 R 2 A)2[1 1 (aR) 1 (aR)2 ! ! ! ] 5 SR 1 Sa
(1 2 R 2 A)2

1 2 aR
, (1)

where F[TOA is the upwelling solar flux at the TOA and
the convergence of the infinite series to the final ex-
pression on the right-hand side is ensured because both
R and a are less than one (Qu and Hall 2005). Similar
convergent infinite series can be obtained for the downw-
elling and upwelling solar fluxes at the surface:

FYSURF 5 S
(1 2 R 2 A)

1 2 aR
, and (2)

F[SURF 5 aS
(1 2 R 2 A)

1 2 aR
5 aFYSURF. (3)

Therefore, given datasets of shortwave radiative
fluxes on the left-hand side of Eqs. (1)–(3) and S, these
equations represent a system of three equations in terms
of three unknown variables: A, R, and a (see Table 1 for
descriptions of all variables). In practice, the ratio of
upwelling to downwelling radiation at the surface [Eqs.
(3) and (2)] defines a such that the system can be re-
duced to two equations [Eqs. (1) and (2)] and two un-
knowns (A and R). One can show that all possible
solutions to our equations have 0 # R # 1 and 0 # A # 1,

although it is not clear to us whether a solution to the
generalized system of equations must exist. Nonethe-
less, solutions to Eqs. (1)–(3) exist at all grid points for
the datasets and GCM output discussed in this paper.
Furthermore, all solutions (A and R values at each grid
point) discussed here are unique.

Solving these equations results in spatial maps of R
(Fig. 2d) and A (not shown). Dividing Eq. (1) by S and
separating the two terms allows us to partition the plan-
etary albedo into aP,ATMOS and aP,SURF components:

FIG. 1. Schematic representing the first two reflections in the
single-layer solar radiation model. Moving from left to right, the
arrows represent the radiative fluxes associated with the incident
solar, first reflection, and second reflection. The variables A, R, and
a are the atmospheric absorption fraction during a single pass
through the atmosphere, the fraction of cloud reflection, and the
surface albedo, respectively. The solid arrows at the TOA repre-
sent the radiative fluxes that we associated with cloud reflection
and the dashed lines represent the radiative fluxes that we associ-
ated with the surface reflection.

TABLE 1. Variables used in this study.

Symbol Meaning

a Surface albedo
aP Planetary albedo 5 TOA albedo
A Percentage of absorption during each

pass through the atmosphere
R Percentage of reflection during each

pass through the atmosphere
aP,ATMOS Atmospheric contribution to planetary albedo
aP,SURF Surface contribution to planetary albedo
x Atmospheric attenuation of surface albedo
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atmospheric contribution to the planetary albedo as
aP,ATMOS and the surface contribution to planetary al-
bedo as aP,SURF in the remainder of this paper.

At each grid point we build a single-layer model of
solar radiation that accounts for three shortwave pro-
cesses: atmospheric reflection, atmospheric absorption,
and surface reflection. We assume that each of these
processes is isotropic: a certain percentage of the inci-
dent radiation is absorbed per pass through the atmo-
sphere and a different percentage of the incident radiation
is reflected per pass through the atmosphere. For example,
of the total downwelling solar radiation incident at the
TOA S, a fraction R is reflected by the atmosphere,
a fraction A is absorbed by the atmosphere, and the re-
mainder is transmitted to the surface. Of the transmitted
radiation, a fraction a (the surface albedo) is reflected at
the surface back toward the atmosphere. Of this reflected
radiation, a portion R is reflected back to the surface by
the atmosphere, a portion A is absorbed within the atmo-
sphere, and the remainder is transmitted to space (Fig. 1).
These processes are repeated for an infinite number of
reflections. Hence, the annual mean upwelling solar flux
at each grid point at the TOA is

F[TOA 5 S[R 1 a(1 2 R 2 A)2 1 a2R(1 2 R 2 A)2 1 a3R2(1 2 R 2 A)2 ! ! ! ]

5 SR 1 Sa(1 2 R 2 A)2[1 1 (aR) 1 (aR)2 ! ! ! ] 5 SR 1 Sa
(1 2 R 2 A)2

1 2 aR
, (1)

where F[TOA is the upwelling solar flux at the TOA and
the convergence of the infinite series to the final ex-
pression on the right-hand side is ensured because both
R and a are less than one (Qu and Hall 2005). Similar
convergent infinite series can be obtained for the downw-
elling and upwelling solar fluxes at the surface:

FYSURF 5 S
(1 2 R 2 A)

1 2 aR
, and (2)

F[SURF 5 aS
(1 2 R 2 A)

1 2 aR
5 aFYSURF. (3)

Therefore, given datasets of shortwave radiative
fluxes on the left-hand side of Eqs. (1)–(3) and S, these
equations represent a system of three equations in terms
of three unknown variables: A, R, and a (see Table 1 for
descriptions of all variables). In practice, the ratio of
upwelling to downwelling radiation at the surface [Eqs.
(3) and (2)] defines a such that the system can be re-
duced to two equations [Eqs. (1) and (2)] and two un-
knowns (A and R). One can show that all possible
solutions to our equations have 0 # R # 1 and 0 # A # 1,

although it is not clear to us whether a solution to the
generalized system of equations must exist. Nonethe-
less, solutions to Eqs. (1)–(3) exist at all grid points for
the datasets and GCM output discussed in this paper.
Furthermore, all solutions (A and R values at each grid
point) discussed here are unique.

Solving these equations results in spatial maps of R
(Fig. 2d) and A (not shown). Dividing Eq. (1) by S and
separating the two terms allows us to partition the plan-
etary albedo into aP,ATMOS and aP,SURF components:

FIG. 1. Schematic representing the first two reflections in the
single-layer solar radiation model. Moving from left to right, the
arrows represent the radiative fluxes associated with the incident
solar, first reflection, and second reflection. The variables A, R, and
a are the atmospheric absorption fraction during a single pass
through the atmosphere, the fraction of cloud reflection, and the
surface albedo, respectively. The solid arrows at the TOA repre-
sent the radiative fluxes that we associated with cloud reflection
and the dashed lines represent the radiative fluxes that we associ-
ated with the surface reflection.

TABLE 1. Variables used in this study.

Symbol Meaning

a Surface albedo
aP Planetary albedo 5 TOA albedo
A Percentage of absorption during each

pass through the atmosphere
R Percentage of reflection during each

pass through the atmosphere
aP,ATMOS Atmospheric contribution to planetary albedo
aP,SURF Surface contribution to planetary albedo
x Atmospheric attenuation of surface albedo
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1 + x+ x

2 + x

3 + · · · = 1

1� x

(x < 1)

20

TOA 上向き短波

= S(1�R�A)[1 + ↵R+ (↵R)2 + · · · ] = S
(1�R�A)

1� ↵R

F #
SURF = S[(1�R�A) + ↵R(1�R�A) + ↵2R2(1�R�A) + · · · ]

地表 下向き短波

atmospheric contribution to the planetary albedo as
aP,ATMOS and the surface contribution to planetary al-
bedo as aP,SURF in the remainder of this paper.

At each grid point we build a single-layer model of
solar radiation that accounts for three shortwave pro-
cesses: atmospheric reflection, atmospheric absorption,
and surface reflection. We assume that each of these
processes is isotropic: a certain percentage of the inci-
dent radiation is absorbed per pass through the atmo-
sphere and a different percentage of the incident radiation
is reflected per pass through the atmosphere. For example,
of the total downwelling solar radiation incident at the
TOA S, a fraction R is reflected by the atmosphere,
a fraction A is absorbed by the atmosphere, and the re-
mainder is transmitted to the surface. Of the transmitted
radiation, a fraction a (the surface albedo) is reflected at
the surface back toward the atmosphere. Of this reflected
radiation, a portion R is reflected back to the surface by
the atmosphere, a portion A is absorbed within the atmo-
sphere, and the remainder is transmitted to space (Fig. 1).
These processes are repeated for an infinite number of
reflections. Hence, the annual mean upwelling solar flux
at each grid point at the TOA is

F[TOA 5 S[R 1 a(1 2 R 2 A)2 1 a2R(1 2 R 2 A)2 1 a3R2(1 2 R 2 A)2 ! ! ! ]

5 SR 1 Sa(1 2 R 2 A)2[1 1 (aR) 1 (aR)2 ! ! ! ] 5 SR 1 Sa
(1 2 R 2 A)2

1 2 aR
, (1)

where F[TOA is the upwelling solar flux at the TOA and
the convergence of the infinite series to the final ex-
pression on the right-hand side is ensured because both
R and a are less than one (Qu and Hall 2005). Similar
convergent infinite series can be obtained for the downw-
elling and upwelling solar fluxes at the surface:

FYSURF 5 S
(1 2 R 2 A)

1 2 aR
, and (2)

F[SURF 5 aS
(1 2 R 2 A)

1 2 aR
5 aFYSURF. (3)

Therefore, given datasets of shortwave radiative
fluxes on the left-hand side of Eqs. (1)–(3) and S, these
equations represent a system of three equations in terms
of three unknown variables: A, R, and a (see Table 1 for
descriptions of all variables). In practice, the ratio of
upwelling to downwelling radiation at the surface [Eqs.
(3) and (2)] defines a such that the system can be re-
duced to two equations [Eqs. (1) and (2)] and two un-
knowns (A and R). One can show that all possible
solutions to our equations have 0 # R # 1 and 0 # A # 1,

although it is not clear to us whether a solution to the
generalized system of equations must exist. Nonethe-
less, solutions to Eqs. (1)–(3) exist at all grid points for
the datasets and GCM output discussed in this paper.
Furthermore, all solutions (A and R values at each grid
point) discussed here are unique.

Solving these equations results in spatial maps of R
(Fig. 2d) and A (not shown). Dividing Eq. (1) by S and
separating the two terms allows us to partition the plan-
etary albedo into aP,ATMOS and aP,SURF components:

FIG. 1. Schematic representing the first two reflections in the
single-layer solar radiation model. Moving from left to right, the
arrows represent the radiative fluxes associated with the incident
solar, first reflection, and second reflection. The variables A, R, and
a are the atmospheric absorption fraction during a single pass
through the atmosphere, the fraction of cloud reflection, and the
surface albedo, respectively. The solid arrows at the TOA repre-
sent the radiative fluxes that we associated with cloud reflection
and the dashed lines represent the radiative fluxes that we associ-
ated with the surface reflection.

TABLE 1. Variables used in this study.

Symbol Meaning

a Surface albedo
aP Planetary albedo 5 TOA albedo
A Percentage of absorption during each

pass through the atmosphere
R Percentage of reflection during each

pass through the atmosphere
aP,ATMOS Atmospheric contribution to planetary albedo
aP,SURF Surface contribution to planetary albedo
x Atmospheric attenuation of surface albedo
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地表 上向き短波

以下のモデル出力変数
を S, R, A, α で表すこ
とができる。
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F #
SURF = S

(1�R�A)

1� ↵R
F "
SURF = ↵S

(1�R�A)

1� ↵R
= ↵F #

SURF

F #
TOA = S F "

TOA = SR+ S↵
(1�R�A)2

1� ↵R

(2)

(1)

(3)

正味地表短波放射は S, A, R, α を用いて次のように書ける。

F #
SURF � F "

SURF = (1� ↵)S
(1�R�A)

1� ↵R
⌘ F net

SURF(S,A,R,↵)

R =
SF "

TOA � F #
SURFF

"
SURF

S2 � F "2
SURF

(2)×(3) して (1) へ代入して、 Aを消すと
F "
TOA = SR+

(1� ↵R)

S
F #
SURFF

"
SURF SF "

TOA � F #
SURFF

"
SURF = R(S2 � ↵F #

SURFF
"
SURF)

(5)

A = (1�R)� F #
SURF

S
(1� ↵R)　　　　　　                 (2)式より (6)

そして、αとRの値を用いて A お計算することができる。

S = F #
TOA

↵ =
F "
SURF

F #
SURF

(4)
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解析方法

• 上記の出力には 全天値 と 晴天値 があるので、 
- 雲効果を “晴天値” - “全天値” として定義。 
- 逆に “全天値” = “晴天値” + “雲効果” とみなせる。 
- i.e.) Ras = Rcs + Rcl, Aas = Acs + Acl （αas = αcs を仮定） 

• 正味地表短波放射は以下のように書ける： 
F↓SURF − F↑SURF = FnetSURF(S, Rcs, Rcl, Acs, Acl, α)

R：大気反射率 
A：大気吸収率 
α：地表アルベド

S　　　   F⬆TOA 
F⬇SURF　   F⬆SURF

モデル出力
計算可能

= (1 – α)S [1 – (Rcs + Rcl) – (Acs + Acl)]
1 – α(Rcs + Rcl)
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R：大気反射率 
A：大気吸収率 
α：地表アルベド

cs：晴天値 
cl：雲効果

G4 
RCP4.5✖ ✖

【仮定】注入した硫酸塩エアロゾルは晴天大気の反射率を増加させる。 
　　　　吸収率への影響は無視できる。 
➡Rcs のみを G4 の値に変えた時の FnetSURF (地表正味短波放射) の変化量を 
SRM強制 (≡FSRM) と定義する。

【仮定】水蒸気量の変化は晴天大気の吸収率を変化させる。 
　　　　反射率への影響は無視できる。 
➡Acs のみを G4 の値に変えた時の FnetSURF (地表正味短波放射) の変化量を 
水蒸気量変化による反応 (≡EWV) と定義する。

➡α のみを G4 の値に変えた時の FnetSURF (地表正味短波放射) の変化量を  
地表アルベドの変化による反応(≡ESA) と定義する。
➡RclとAcl のみを G4 の値に変えた時の FnetSURF の変化量を 
雲量変化による反応(≡EC) と定義する。

ΔFnetSURF ≈ FSRM + EC + EWV + ESA
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速い応答とフィードバック
• 気候研究業界では、ある強制に対する反応を以下のように書く。

E = Q – PΔT
- ΔTは全球平均地表2m気温の（ある基準状態からの）変化

- P がフィードバックパラメータ

- Q が速い応答（調節）　と呼ばれる


• 前頁の方法で求められるのは 速い応用 Q とフィードバック –PΔTの和 E。
（E を Q と –PΔT に分離する方法は後述）
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結果：
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•SRM強制は 
-バラツキが大きい (‒3.6～‒1.6 W/m2) 
-硫酸塩エアロゾルを計算するモデル
(HadGEM & MIROC-AMP)で大きい。 
•雲量と水蒸気量変化の反応は同程度
の加熱効果 (～ 1 W/m2)。 
-EWV は ΔT に大体比例するが、  
EC はしない。 
-アンサンブルメンバー間の
ΔFnetSURFの差異は EC による。 
•地表アルベド変化のフィードバックは
冷却効果だが、全球平均値への影響
は小さい。 
•MIROC-AMP は FSRM が最も強いが、 
ECも最大なので、ΔFnetSURF は中程度。

SRM強制

ΔFnetSURF

地表アルベド

雲量

水蒸気量
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示唆されること：
✓SRM強制の不確実性は大きい。 
✓与えた AOD (～1/4 ピナツボ噴火)は 
毎年 5 Tgの SO2 注入としては過少
評価だった。 
➡SO2注入による SRM のシミュレー
ションには、硫酸塩エアロゾルを陽
に計算することが重要。 

✓SRM強制は雲量と水蒸気量の変化に
伴う反応によって半分程度に弱められ
る。 

✓雲過程の改良も重要。

結果：
•SRM強制は 
-バラツキが大きい (‒3.6～‒1.6 W/m2) 
-硫酸塩エアロゾルを計算するモデル
(HadGEM & MIROC-AMP)で大きい。 
•雲量と水蒸気量変化の反応は同程度
の加熱効果 (～ 1 W/m2)。 
-EWV は ΔT に大体比例するが、  
EC はしない。 
-アンサンブルメンバー間の
ΔFnetSURFの差異は EC による。 
•地表アルベド変化のフィードバックは
冷却効果だが、全球平均値への影響
は小さい。 
•MIROC-AMP は FSRM が最も強いが、  
ECも最大なので、ΔFnetSURF は中程度。
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結果⑵：|FSRM|で正規化
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➡単位強制に対する各反応の 
近似的な感度を表す。 

• EC のバラツキは EWV や ESA 
のそれよりも大きい。 

• ECについて

- MIROCシリーズは他のモデルよりも大きな値。 
‣ これが MIROC-ESM-CHEM-AMP で EC が大きかった理由。 
- アンサンブルメンバー間のバラツキが、モデル間のバラツキと同程度。 
‣ SRMの冷却効果は EC の影響で、初期値依存性も高い。
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速い応答とフィードバックの分離
• Gregory et al. (2004) で提案された方法

calculating the radiative fluxes in a model on each timestep
with and without the forcing agent, using a simulation of a
few years for a good estimate of the annual average.
However, this is inadequate because not all the forcing to
which the climate system responds appears instantaneously.
For example, raising CO2 concentration increases the rate
that the stratosphere radiates heat to space. It adjusts by a
temperature decrease taking a few months. This reduces the
net downward tropopause radiation and hence the effective
forcing due to the CO2, but cannot be as easily diagnosed as
the instantaneous forcing, and thus complicates the estimate
of F. Some radiatively important processes have no instan-
taneous forcing, such as indirect and semi-direct effects
[Hansen et al., 1997] of aerosols, arising from changes in
clouds.

2. Method

[10] We propose a new and simple method C for esti-
mating F and a. In a climate experiment when the forcing
agent has no interannual variation, we assume the forcing is
constant on timescales of years or longer. Since

N ¼ F " H ¼ F " a!T ; ð1Þ

if we plot the variation of N(t) against !T(t) as the run
proceeds in time t (using annual or longer-period means),
we should get a straight line whose N-intercept is F and
whose slope is "a. A linear regression will give us both
quantities without the need for any extra diagnostic
techniques such as double radiation calculations. The
!T-intercept will be F/a, equal to the equilibrium !T. If
N is the net tropopause heat flux, F must be the tropopause
forcing to which the climate system is responding on
annual and longer timescales, because N = F in the limit
that !T ! 0. In particular, F should include stratospheric
adjustment, the indirect aerosol effect and others which do
not cause an instantaneous radiative change. This leads us
to suggest a practical distinction between a forcing and a
feedback: Radiative forcing is a change in N brought about

by the presence of the forcing agent, developing much more
rapidly than the climate can respond (hence affecting the
intercept). A climate feedback is a change in N which arises
from the climate response to the forcing (hence affecting the
slope) [cf. Shine et al., 2003].
[11] Shine et al. [2003] have recently proposed an alter-

native method for evaluating forcing which is, in effect, to
hold the climate system at the limit !T = 0 in the presence
of the forcing agent. In this situation N = F; so we expect
that our method and theirs will give similar results for
forcing.
[12] Our method can be applied to any experiment that

has time-variation, using a slab model or an AOGCM. If a
is constant, it is unnecessary to run the experiment to a
steady state. For this method, unlike the usual method of
diagnosing !T2%

eqm from a slab experiment, it is the time-
development before the steady state is reached which is of
interest, not the steady state itself, because it is the time-
variation which produces the straight line. If a is not
constant, the points will not lie on a straight line. The
variation of the slope provides a means of diagnosing the
dependence of the feedbacks on climate state.
[13] We now compare the results of the different meth-

ods of estimating climate sensitivity and forcing using
as examples experiments with the HadCM3 AOGCM
[Gordon et al., 2000] and the HadSM3 slab model
[Williams et al., 2001], which comprises HadAM3 (the
atmosphere component of HadCM3) coupled to a ‘‘slab’’
ocean 50 m deep. Climate change in each model is
calculated by subtracting the results of its own control
experiment, which has constant atmospheric composition
and a steady-state climate.

3. CO2 Forcing in a Slab Model

[14] Starting from its control, an instantaneous quadru-
pling of CO2 was imposed on HadSM3. It evolves towards a
steady state over about 20 years. For reasons described later,
we take the net downward radiative flux at the top of the
atmosphere (TOA), instead of at the tropopause, as the net
heat flux N into the climate system. We plot N against !T
(Figure 1). The evolution starts at the top left, where N is
large (initially equal to the forcing) and !T is small, and
moves down and right as !T rises and N declines. There is
scatter about a straight line resulting from the internally
generated variability of the climate system. The steady state
is reached when N = 0, at the !T-intercept. There is a cloud
of points around this state, again because of internal vari-
ability. We exclude these points from the regression, because
their relationship between N and !T may be different from
that applying to climate change on decadal timescales.
[15] Regressing N against !T (Figure 1) for years 1–20

of the 4 % CO2 experiment, we find that F = 7.0 ± 0.3 W
m"2, implying F2% = 3.5 ± 0.2 W m"2. The stated
uncertainty is the standard error from the regression (see
below for discussion). The ‘‘standard’’ value of F2% = 3.74 ±
0.04 W m"2 was determined using double radiation calcu-
lations in HadAM3 and an estimate of stratospheric adjust-
ment. The regression is an easier method, and the results are
statistically consistent. The agreement confirms that F from
the regression method does include stratospheric adjustment
(&"1.0 W m"2 for 4 % CO2), as postulated.

-
-

Figure 1. The evolution of global average net downward
radiative flux with global average surface air (1.5 m height)
temperature change in a HadSM3 experiment with constant
4 % CO2. The dotted line is N = 0.

L03205 GREGORY ET AL.: CLIMATE FORCING AND SENSITIVITY L03205
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毎年の年平均・全球平均値をプロット

y = b – ax

速い応答 
または 

有効放射強制力

傾き：フィードバック
パラメータ
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速い応答とフィードバックの分離

Table 1. Models participating in GeoMIP G4 experiments and used in this study. Manners of simulating sulphate aerosol optical depth

(AOD), particle sizes and standard deviation of the log-normal distribution (�), and ensemble members are shown for each model.

Models Sulfate AOD Particle size [µm] (�) Ensemble Members

BNU-ESM Ji et al. (2014) Prescribed 0.426 (1.25) 1

CanESM2 Arora and Boer (2010); Arora et al. (2011) Uniform 0.350 (2.0) 3

HadGEM2-ES Collins et al. (2011) Internally Calculated 0.0065 (1.3), 0.095 (1.4) 3

MIROC-ESM Watanabe et al. (2011) Prescribed 0.243 (?) 1

MIROC-ESM-CHEM Watanabe et al. (2011) Prescribed 0.243 (?) 9

MIROC-ESM-CHEM-AMP Watanabe et al. (2011); Sekiya et al. (2016) Internally Calculated 0.243 (2.0) 1

Table 2. Values of rapid adjustment (QX ) [Wm�2], feedback parameter (�PX ) [Wm�2K�1], and correlation coefficient (RX ) due to

changes in where X = WV, C, SA. Multi-model means are also shown.

Models QWV �PWV RWV QC �PC RC QSA �PSA RSA

BNU-ESM 0.32 �0.85 �0.93 0.69 0.17 0.11 �5.4⇥ 10�2 0.31 0.52

CanESM2 0.36 �0.77 �0.74 0.54 �0.11 �0.06 �7.9⇥ 10�3 0.33 0.66

HadGEM2-ES 0.21 �0.99 �0.97 1.23 0.50 0.41 6.0⇥ 10�3 0.24 0.71

MIROC-ESM 0.20 �1.00 �0.90 1.06 1.43 0.33 �1.1⇥ 10�2 0.50 0.52

MIROC-ESM-CHEM 0.24 �0.90 �0.95 0.73 0.15 0.09 �3.5⇥ 10�3 0.43 0.75

MIROC-ESM-CHEM-AMP 0.45 �0.95 �0.94 2.00 0.81 0.36 3.1⇥ 10�2 0.44 0.68

Multi-model mean 0.30 �0.91 �0.91 1.04 0.49 0.21 �6.5⇥ 10�3 0.38 0.64

29

地表アルベド雲量水蒸気速い応答
フィードバックパラメータ

相関係数

• 水蒸気：よく分離された。速い応答が 0.3 W/m2 程度。 

• 雲量：ΔTとの相関が低い。速い応答の寄与がほとんど？ 
基準状態もシナリオに沿って時間変化するから速い応答も変化しうる。 

• 地表アルベド：速い応答はほとんどなし。ほぼΔTに比例。
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まとめ
• RCP4.5シナリオに毎年 5 Tg の SO2 注入によるジオエンジニアリング 
(太陽放射管理：SRM) を行う GeoMIP-G4 実験を解析した。 

• G4 では SRM によって全球平均地表気温 (T) が 0.2～1 K 下がった。  
また、ΔT は正味地表短波放射の変化量 (ΔFnetSURF)と良い相関がある。 

• Donohoe and Battisti (2011)の１層大気の短波放射伝達モデルを応用し
て SRM強制 と 雲量・水蒸気量・地表アルベドの変化に伴う反応 (= 速
い応答 + フィードバック)を見積もった。 

• 結果： 
- SRM強制 には大きなバラツキ (‒3.6 ～ ‒1.6 W/m2) があった。 
- 内部で硫酸塩エアロゾルを計算するモデルの方が、SRM強制は強い。 
‣ 1/4 ピナツボは 毎年 5 Tg のSO2 注入を過少評価している。 
- 雲量と水蒸気量変化は約 1 W/m2 の加熱効果をもたらす。 
‣ 地表への短波強制を半減させる。 

- ΔTには初期値依存性も重要。(∵ 雲量変化のメンバー間のバラツキ 大) 
➡SO2 注入の SRM シミュレーションには硫酸塩エアロゾルと雲に関連す

るプロセスのさらなる改良が重要である。


